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Киокусинкай
каратэ 

Меня зовут Кирилл Иванов. Я из России, 
Краснодарский край, станица Северская. Мне
11 лет и я профессиональный спортсмен каратэ
киокусинкай. Я имею зеленый пояс с
коричневой полоской 3 КЮ разряд в
киокусинкай. Это значит, что я уже прошел
огромный путь и до черного пояса мне осталось
пару шагов!  Занимаюсь я киокусинкай с 5 лет. 
Киокусинкай - это мой образ жизни. Все
полученные навыки можно применять и в жизни, 
и в спорте. Этим спортом можно заниматься до
старости! Технику каратэ можно применять
только, если твоей жизни угрожает опасность. Я
выбрал киокусинкай, чтобы преодолеть свои
возможности, стать Чемпионом, иметь цель в
жизни. Я участвовал в огромном количестве

соревнований, проигрывал и побеждал и снова
готов в бой! Я участвовал в краевых, 
всероссийских турнирах в Москве,Санкт-
Петербурге, Краснодаре, объездил много
городов, нашел много друзей. Киокусинкай
помогает мне исполнить мою мечту. Я хочу
получить черный пояс и стать мастером каратэ, 
хочу участвовать в Чемпионате Европы и Мира. 
Все это у меня еще впереди, и я тренируюсь
каждый день, чтобы не сойти на полпути и
достигнуть поставленных целей. Я благодарен
вашему журналу, что заметили мой труд и
пригласили рассказать о моем спорте и
увлечениях всему миру! Осу! 
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Andrey de 
Oliveira Alves 
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Киокусинкай
каратэ 
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My goals: 1- Learn the latest Jion kata 2- Be a black 
belt 3- Be one of the best karateka. My dreams: Be 
a cop when you grow up, and be successful. My 
achievements: Winning medals in competitions, 
achieving the red belt and being rewarded with a 
symbolic trophy for my efforts. My Challenges: 

Overcome each day my fears and insecurities. My 
Success: It's in the top 3. Age: 8 years old Email: 
laurindoandressa43@gmail.com Name: Andrey 
de Oliveira Alves Mother/Guardian: Andressa de 
Oliveira Laurindo Country Brazil. 
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Andrey de 
Oliveira Alves 
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Киокусинкай
каратэ 
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Brihanna 
Espitia 
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Meu maior sonho é  estar levando o meu sporte 
para o mundo , com o objetivo de mostrar  para 
outras pessoas que o sporte jiu-jitsu  é  para todos 
e que através de mim outras pessoas possam 
conhecer e se apaixonar assim como eu me 
apaixonei , quero chegar a ser mestre de jiu-jitsu  
para poder ensinar outras pessoas tudo que 
aprendi , quero conquistar a minha faixa preta . 

Também   sonho em ir para o PAN KIDS  , sei que 
será um grande passo na minha carreira . Meu 
maior desafio no jiu-jitsu  é  lutar contra mim 
mesmo e vencer todos os meus medos e 
obstáculos que se encontram no meu caminho.  

Photographers Credits: Vitor caldas fotos 
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Brihanna 
Espitia 
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Rebeca 
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Jonathan & 
Jaden Becker 
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Brihanna 
Espitia 

My name is Brihanna Espitia 
and I currently have a purple 
belt in karate. I’ve been 
studying martial arts for one 
year. I was able to achieve this 
belt in such a short time by 
testing above average, which 
allowed my to skip a belt. Also, I 
have earned 6 gold stars which 
translates to medals. Martial 
Arts has taught me to be 
respectful to others and great 
discipline. I hope to be an 
inspiration to others who are 
thinking about studying martial 
arts. I do all this while going to 
school, church and playing little 
league baseball. In conclusion I 
have learned to be a leader and 
great responsibility. 

Photographers Credits: Oscar 
Espitia 
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Name: Daisy Bowers 

DOB: 24-08-2010 

Age: 11 

Martial Arts Centre: HAMMA 

I originally joined HAMMA doing MMA, which I did 
for a few months and then I had to stop due to 

Covid lockdown. 

After lockdown when I returned Jamey Pearson 
who one of the BJJ instructors suggested I should 
try BJJ. I had two lessons in the beginners class 
and Jamey suggested to my parents that they 
should move me to the advanced class in both Gi 
and no Gi. 

I’ve now been training for just under a year and I 
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Daisy 
Bowers 

have competed in 5 competitions and I have won 
four gold and four silver medals. 

In most of my competitions, I have had to move up 
a weight, sex or age category which have been my 
greatest challenges. All those challenges have 
made me work harder, and more determined as I 
know on paper I’m competing at a disadvantage 
but the support and encouragement I get from 
everyone at HAMMA is amazing. 

1st comp 

Allstars Manchester pro. 

Up in age category-silver in GI. 

2nd comp 

EliteBJJ European championships 
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Gold in GI 

Silver in NOGI 

never lost a single point. Lost NOGI final on 
kimura with 8 seconds left. 

3rd comp 

Allstars Liverpool pro 

Gold in GI 

Gold in NOGI in male category 

4th comp 

Allstars northern pro 

Gold in GI 

No NOGI comp 

5th comp 

Allstars winter edition 

Silver in GI up in weight cat 
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Jonathan and Jaden Becker are 
13 year old identical twins, from 
Murphy Texas, that train Brazilian 
Jiu Jitsu. They started with the 
sport when they were 9, however 
in the past two years is when they 
decided to really dedicate 
theirselves in the sport.  Two 
years ago they started training at 
Double Five Highland Village 
number under 1 ranked Rafael 
‘Formiga’ Barbosa and coach 
Rodrigo Lopes Martins. Since 
then the boys have competed in 
many local and IBJJF 
tournaments. Both boys compete 

in the same division at events. In 
2021 both boys were able to 
compete at every kids IBJJF 
tournament, taking 1st and 2nd at 
IBJJF Nationals and 1st and 3rd at 
IBJJF Jiu Jitsu Con. Along with 
tournaments both boys also have 
competed in 7 super fights within 
the past year and half. This year 
they have their sights on 1st and 
2nd at IBJJF Kids Pans and 
competing in as many IBJJF kids 
events as possible as they open 
up. Their long term goal in this 
sport is to become black belt.  
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Jonathan & 
Jaden Becker 
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Silver in NOGI up in age cat 

One of the things I love most about BJJ is at 
HAMMA we are one big family who all support and 
encourage each other. My most nervous fight at 
competition was against my friend Hannah Strong 
who also trains at HAMMA as I wanted to win gold 
but I also wanted Hannah to win gold too as she’s 
amazing. I won, but Hannah also won gold that day 
which was amazing. 

I train four or five nights a week, my instructors 
are Connor Martin, John Ward and Jamey Pearson. 
I also have a PT session one night a week with 
Jamey and Andrea Newman (Renegade Combat 

Sports) at HAMMA. All my instructors at HAMMA 
are amazing and push me to reach my best 
potential. 

I have recently just gained my last stripe on my 
white belt and I’m working towards gaining my 
grey belt. I’m hoping once I get my grey belt I will 
have more people to compete against in 
competitions. My dream would be to represent 
Great Britain at the Olympics and win gold for my 
country 

Photographers Credits: Paul Bowers 

Daisy 
Bowers 
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Daisy 
Bowers 
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Jonathan & 
Jaden Becker 
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Daisy 
Bowers 
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Jasmine 
Alves 

My dream is that everyone 
knows me and that I can have a 
future in jiu-jitsu. At 4 years 
old, I already want to show that 
I can get there. 
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Jasmine 
Alves 
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Diana 
Preisel 

my dream is to stay in the 
national squad and go to the 
european championship 
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Diana 
Preisel 
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I have been in the BJJ universe since I was 8 years 
old. I fell in love with it, and it’s been my world 
ever since. I have been part of many showcases 
such as Kumite In The Rhine, Jitzkids/Jitzking, and 
many more.  I also am in my first year of Wrestling 
& am falling in love with it too. 

Some of my goals would be to eventually take my 
Jiu Jitsu game to the next level and do this 
professionally.  I’d also like to improve on my 
Wrestling abilities and go to the College level, 
hopefully at The Ohio State University.  I’d also 
like to run & create my own gym for all forms of 
Grappling & Martial Arts, following in the ways my 
professors did.   

Some of my achievements are getting 1 win at 

Jitzking, having 1 win at Kumite in the Rhine, 
being a 18-time Fuji champion, and a 1-time Fuji 
National Champion.  I’ve also won many 
tournaments such as Naga, Newbreed, AGC, AGF, 
Grappling Industries, & Tap Cancer Out.  Also, I 
went 21-3 in my first year of Wrestling. 

I’d like to also thank all of my Coaches & 
teammates for always pushing me to my limits.  I 
couldn’t have gotten this far if it wasn’t for them 
pushing me each & every day to establish the 
work ethic & drive to win that I have now, and 
have pushed me to be the young man I’ve 
become. 

Photographers Credits: Yes 
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Hayden 
Drake 
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Diana 
Preisel 
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Hayden 
Drake 
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Hayden 
Drake 
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Emily 
Ohr 

Emily Ohr first started Jiu Jitsu at the age of 7 
under professor Mike Sanford. When she was 
younger she had problems with anxiety and OCD. 
It was a challenge to let people be around her let 
alone touch her, but with encouragement from 
her coach Mike Sanford and some time she was 
able to overcome some of her anxiety and OCD. 
Although she still struggles with both on a daily 
basis, Jiu Jitsu helped her be able to adapt with it 
.  

Through the 9 years of training with Mike Sanford 
he has opened doors for her that she could have 
never imagined possible. That includes being able 
to train with some of the best fighters such as but 
not limited to Jason Knight, Bill Cooper, Diego 
Moraes, Ben Eddy, Craig Jones, and Alan Belcher. 
At the age of 11 she fought her first adult blue belt 
division at AGF and won. Emily  has also had great 
opportunities like being invited to fight for BFAs 

in 2018 and winning the title for the 12 year old 
division. She was also on Paper View in 2019 for a 
superfight for the Empire Fighting Championship. 
She has competed in many superfights for Garcia 
promotions and empir fight championship. She’s 
has competed in many tournaments in Tennessee 
florida Alabama Louisiana Texas and Mississippi. 

Her dream is to one day become one of the 
youngest female blackbelts in America. She also 
wants to be able to inspire young girls to join Jiu 
Jitsu like how Ronda Rousey inspired her to join 
when she was 7. Outside of Jiu Jitsu she is 
homeschooled and working on her goal to go to 
Ole miss University of Mississippi, to become a 
lawyer. 

Photographers Credits: Empire fighting 
Championship,Toni Ohr, American Grappling 
Federation 
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Emily 
Ohr 
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